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Abstract 

Fibromyalgia is a chronic, non-inflammatory syndrome characterized by diffuse musculoskeletal 

pain and tender points in some body areas. Thus, studies based on fibromyalgia patients' experience are 

critical, as they end up having a loss in their personal relationships over time, personal chores, self-esteem, 

security, and motivation to life. The general objective of this study is to investigate the association between 

resilience and self-compassion in patients with Fibromyalgia. The present research has a quantitative, 

descriptive, and transversal design. This study will consist of Fibromyalgia patients from the Metropolitan 

Region of Rio Grande do Sul/Brazil. The sample was composed of 30 participants, over 25 years old, of 

both sexes, selected for convenience. These participants were invited based on contacts acquired in a social 

network of Fibromyalgia patients and care services for patients with the syndrome. The instruments used 

in data collection, all self-reported, were: Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ), the Resilience Scale, 

and the Self-Compassion Scale. Descriptive analyzes were performed, showing the absolute value, the 

mean, and standard deviation. Association analyzes were also performed using the Spearman test and 

Linear Regression tests, with a significance level ≤0.05. There was no significant difference between 

resilience and self-compassion over the study period. The participants presented the resilience variable 

with values that were found in the expected average. The present study showed a moderate correlation 

between resilience and self-compassion. The decrease in the impact of fibromyalgia is associated with less 

use of the problem-solving strategy and an increase in the Mindfulness strategy. Mindfulness is the most 

apparent component of self-compassion in the study. Therefore, it is possible to identify in this research 

the low level of the variable resilience in patients with the syndrome. 

 

Keywords: Fibromyalgia syndrome; resilience; self-compassion; Mindfulness. 

 

1. Introduction 

Fibromyalgia syndrome is defined as a chronic non-inflammatory painful syndrome, with an unknown 

etiology manifested in the musculoskeletal system. It is characterized by pain throughout the body, 

distributed in ligaments, joints, bones, and mainly muscles1,2,3. However, for Chaitow4, fibromyalgia is 

characterized by a generalized pain disorder with a high level of sensitivity in points spread throughout the 

body. These points are called Tender Points, which are characterized by 18 pain points. In addition to 

intense muscle pain distributed in various parts of the body, known as diffuse pain, it also presents 

symptoms such as stress, fatigue, and sleep syndrome5. Fibromyalgia syndrome can have stressors 

influenced by genetics, emotional, and environmental aspects, which cause anatomical changes in the 

endocrine system, in addition to depression, irritable bowel, and temporomandibular disorder. This 

syndrome can also be characterized in a psychosomatic way, with modulations in relation to pain 

originating in the central nervous system and spinal cord6. 

Groddeck7 believes that the illness process happens through an unresolved conflict: something 

repressed, with the symptoms as symbolic. The repressed reason must be prevented from reaching 

consciousness. Also, Fibromyalgia is often associated with anxiety and depression, which generate relevant 
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symptoms, such as non-restorative sleep, chronic migraine, short-term memory problems, irritable bowel 

syndrome, fatigue, and blurred vision as mentioned above8. 

It might become physically and emotionally exhausting to live part of the time in a framework of 

chronic pain. Pain can have severe consequences and significant losses in daily activities, compromising 

the individual's life, affecting not only him/her but also the family and close people. It is exhausting to live 

in pain. It requires great physical and mental effort. There is a search for cure and relief of symptoms that 

is difficult to find, which can then lead to hopelessness, sadness, and demotivation9. Sasdelli and Miranda11 

highlight the importance of empathy for the patient with Fibromyalgia, trying to understand what the pain 

represents to him/her and whether there is any secondary gain from the pain is essential. As the patient 

reports about his aches and representations, he/she starts to have more significant experience and 

understanding about what he/she feels, leaving the passive position of the experience and assuming a 

posture of growth. It is also considered that pain, in most cases, will be the person's eternal companion, 

who will subject him/her to some restrictions. Therefore, it is essential to give meaning to the process of 

becoming ill. 

In search of this significance and importance of knowing how to live in these conditions, I aimed 

to study the resilience of fibromyalgia patients. The study of resilience in the psychological sphere is still 

recent, dating from the last four decades. It is still in the process of construction, presenting, then, 

controversies and inaccuracies. According to Benetti and Crepaldi12, there is a great evolution in research 

and scholars' thoughts regarding resilience. Still, according to the authors, this phenomenon is treated as 

an individual personality trait, which recently began to be studied as a base parameter in the relationship 

that the subject establishes with people significant to him or her. Therefore, the conceptualization of 

resilience was defined, at first, by a set of personality traits and abilities that make people who go through 

traumatic experiences, invulnerable. So, they do not develop psychic diseases, making them resistant13. 

Resilience can promote a new meaning of life for the individual. It is considered an evolutionary 

and health concept characterized by the dynamic processes that integrate and organize human beings' 

adaptive experiences and functioning14. Job15 says that resilience is developed throughout life. The 

individual has his/her first experiences with childhood resilience, assuming that the family context 

contributes to its future development. However, resilience can be a protective factor for individuals from 

psychological imbalances, since childhood, in situations of vulnerability, which go through cases of 

exposure to intrafamily, urban and school violence, loss of loved ones, and separations16,17. Therefore, 

individuals with the capacity to recover and have a healthy development in adulthood are considered 

resilient. 

Corroborating the study, the question about self-compassion in fibromyalgia patients was present. 

Self-compassion is understood as an effective and adaptive emotional regulation tactic to deal with 

unwanted or unpleasant thoughts or feelings, painful or adverse life events, and, therefore, associated with 

emotional and psychological well-being. According to Neff18, self-compassion means compassion towards 

yourself, within yourself, for a balanced view of yourself, as well as of your negative emotional 

experiences. Being self-compassionate is about being kind to yourself when challenged with your own 

personal, emotional weaknesses or eventual difficulties, being more and more associated with resilience19. 
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The constitution of self-compassion helps individuals to solve problems that can reach resilience. 

More self-compassionate people do not blame themselves when they fail, becoming able to admit mistakes 

and modify behaviors, taking on new challenges. In this sense, high levels of self-compassion are related 

to the increase in feelings of happiness, curiosity, optimism, and connectivity, as well as the decrease in 

depression, anxiety, rumination, and fear of failure20. 

 

2. Method 

The design was quantitative, descriptive, and transversal. A convenience sample was used to conduct the 

research. The minimum age of 25 years old was used as an inclusion criterion since it was decided to study 

an adult sample. Thirty women participated in this study, which was also opened to men, but no men 

volunteered. This study's population consisted of Fibromyalgia patients from the Metropolitan region of 

Rio Grande do Sul/Brazil. The exclusion criteria were people under 24 years of age, living outside the 

Metropolitan region of Rio Grande do Sul and without a medical report/diagnosis. 

The data were collected online using the google forms platform. Participants filled out a brief 

sample characterization sheet with some personal data and three instruments, described below: 

1. The Resilience Scale - this scale was developed by Wagnild and Young21 and has been used to 

measure resilience assessed by levels of positive psychosocial adaptation in the face of 

significant life events22. It consists of 25 items, with a Likert-type answer, ranging from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Scores range from 25 to 175, and high values indicate 

high resilience22. This scale was adapted and considered relevant to Brazilian culture22. 

2. Self-Compassion Scale - developed by Neff23, and it comprises 26 items (each one evaluated 

by a five-point Likert scale) that aggregate the isolation facets of humanity, Mindfulness, 

identification, kindness to oneself, and severe self-criticism. 

3. Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) - in 1991, Burckhardt et al.24 proposed and tested an 

instrument to assess the quality of life specifically in fibromyalgia patients, the Fibromyalgia 

Impact Questionnaire (FIQ). This instrument comprises issues related to functional capacity, 

professional situation, psychological disorders, and physical symptoms. It consists of 19 

questions, consisting of 10 items. The higher the score, the more significant the impact of 

fibromyalgia on quality of life. The authors concluded that the FIQ is valid for use in clinical 

and research situations. Furthermore, in Brazil, there is still no valid FIQ proposal. 

This research project was submitted to the Feevale University Research Ethics Council. Its nature 

and objectives were clarified, as well as the benefits, risks, and the absence of burden to the participants. It 

is in accordance with the Regulatory Guidelines and Norms for Research Involving Human Beings, present 

in Resolution no. 466 of December 12th, 2012, of the National Health Council25. 

The study took place only after acceptance by the ethics committee under opinion number 

3,962,449. The volunteers' participation was consented through the acceptance of the Free and Informed 

Consent Term - FICT. The term clearly indicated the research's objectives and procedures, guaranteeing 

the privacy, confidentiality of information, and how the data collected was used. Besides, the freedom to 

withdraw without a loss was ensured. 
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3. Results 

The presentation of results is organized in three stages. In the first, the results of the sample characterization 

will be presented. Afterwards, the descriptive results of the psychometric instruments used will be 

presented. Finally, correlational analyzes between the dimensions of self-compassion and resilience will 

be presented. 

The characteristics of the 30 participants who made up the final sample of this research will be 

described, being 100% female (n=30) with an average age of 44.07 (SD=9.60), ranging in age from 27 to 

57 years. Regarding the diagnosis, the average time was 6.53 years (SD=5.11), with a minimum of one 

year and a maximum of 20 years. The group that received the diagnosis less than or equal to 4 years ago 

(n=12) represented 40% of the sample, and those who received it within 5 years (n=180) were 60%. The 

study of comparison of means of the variable time of diagnosis was carried out using the Mann Whitney 

test. Still, no significant difference was found concerning the resilience and self-compassion variables. 

Regarding education, 10% of the sample had incomplete primary education (n=3), 30% completed 

high school (n=9), 20% incomplete higher education (n=6), and the majority of 40% with higher education 

complete (n=12). In the analysis of the comparison of this variable's means using the Kruskal-Wallis non-

parametric test, no significant difference was found with the resilience and self-compassion variables. 

The resilience variable analysis showed an average of 129.33 points (SD=15.64), with a minimum 

result of 88 and a maximum of 155 points. Considering that the instrument has a Likert scale of 1 to 7 

points, the instrument's average was 5.17 (SD=0.62). In the classification of the resilience variable, it was 

identified that 26.7% of the sample has low resilience (n=8), 60% average resilience (n=18), and 13.3% 

high resilience (n=4). This instrument has 5 dimensions, which increasingly appeared in the following 

sequence: Optimism (4.07; SD=1.05); Personal competence (5.07; SD=0.85); Self-discipline (5.12; 

SD=0.67); Autonomy (5.68; SD=0.91); Troubleshooting (6.01; SD=0.62). Thus, it is observed that the 

participants in our study with Fibromyalgia have, in general, higher levels of problem-solving and lower 

levels of optimism regarding the components of resilience. In the comparison of means of the variable 

resilience classification, using the Kruskal-Wallis test, a significant difference was found in the variables 

of self-compassion (p=0.004) and their dimensions of Over Identification (p=0.004), Isolation (p=0.013), 

Mindfulness (p=0.008), Self-Kindness (p=0.024) and Self-Criticism (p=0.019). The highest results of self-

compassion are found in high resilience. 

The variable self-compassion had an mean of 75.83 points (SD=18.96), with a minimum of 38 and 

a maximum of 114 points. The instrument has a Likert scale from 1 to 5, which had an mean of 3.03 points 

(SD=0.759). The instrument has six dimensions that are presented in an increasing way: Self-criticism 

(2.41; SD=1.02); Identification (2.59; SD=1.01); Isolation (2.95; SD=1.06); Self-Kindness (3.23; 

SD=0.830); Sense of humanity (3.61; SD=0.830); Mindfulness (3.67; SD=0.81). Therefore, it is observed 

that Fibromyalgia patients have, in general, higher levels of mindfulness and lower levels of self-criticism 

in relation to the components of self-compassion. 

In the Fibromyalgia Impact assessment instrument (FIQ), which analyzes the period of the last 

seven days and presents a variation from 0 to 79 points, an overall mean  of 46.47 points was identified 
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(SD=9.95), with a minimum score of 20 and a maximum of 66 points. Table 1 shows the descriptive 

analysis of the first part of the FIQ regarding functional capacity. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive analysis of functional capacity 

Variable N Min Max Mean SD 

Frequency of shopping 30 0 2 0.80 0.805 

Frequency of laundry washing 30 0 3 0.97 0.809 

Frequency of cooking 30 0 2 1.00 0.788 

Frequency of doing the dishes 30 0 3 1.00 0.871 

Frequency of cleaning the house (sweeping, wiping, etc.) 30 0 3 1.63 0.890 

Frequency of making the bed 30 0 2 1.00 0.871 

Frequency of walking several blocks 30 1 3 2.00 0.587 

Frequency of visiting family or friends 30 0 2 1.40 0.814 

Frequency of gardening 30 0 3 2.13 0.776 

Frequency of driving a car or riding a bus 30 0 3 1.13 0.860 

 

Table 2 shows the sample participants' perception concerning questions about the number of days 

they felt good, and days they could not perform their activities. 

 

Table 2. Participants' perception of the last week 

Variable N Min Max Mean SD 

In the past seven days, how many days have you felt good? 30 0 7 3.40 1.754 

In the past seven days, because of fibromyalgia, how many 

days have you missed work (or stopped working if you work 

at home)? 

30 0 7 2.37 1.991 

Table 3 shows the participants' perception of their activity capacity, physical and emotional 

sensation, on a scale from 0 to 5, with 0 (not interfering) and 5 (very disturbing). 

 

Table 3. Descriptive analysis of the participants' perception of activity capacity, physical and emotional 

sensation 

Variable N Min Max Mean SD 

How much has fibromyalgia interfered with doing your job? 30 0 5 3,33 1,516 

How much pain have you felt? 30 0 5 3,80 1,297 

Have you felt tired? 30 2 5 4,43 0,858 

How have you felt when getting up in the morning? 30 1 5 4,10 0,995 

Have you felt stiff (or your body stuck)? 30 1 5 4,10 1,062 

Have you felt nervous or anxious? 30 1 5 4,00 1,145 

Have you felt depressed or discouraged? 30 1 5 3,87 1,106 
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In the correlation study carried out using the Spearman test, a moderate correlation was identified 

between the variables Resilience and Self-Compassion (rho = 0.636; p = 0.000). The impact of fibromyalgia 

demonstrated a correlation with resilience (problem-solving) (rho = 0.496; p = 0.026). 

The optimism dimension of Resilience showed a correlation with Education (rho = -0.415; p = 

0.022). A correlation was also found in the Self-Compassion’s dimensions of Isolation of (rho = 0.363; p = 

0.049), Self-Kindness (rho = 0.431; p = 0.017), Sense of Humanity (rho = 0.510; p = 0.004) and Self-

Criticism (rho = 0.366; p = 0.047). 

The dimension of Personal Competence of Resilience demonstrated correlation with the Self-

compassion’s dimensions of Identification (rho = 0.521; p = 0.003), Isolation (rho = 0.624; p = 0.000), 

Mindfulness (rho = 0.500; p = 0.005), Self-kindness (rho = 0.423; p = 0.020), Sense of humanity (rho = 

0.540; p = 0.002) and Self-criticism (rho = 0.498; p = 0.005). 

The Resilience’s Self-Discipline dimension demonstrated a correlation with the Self-Compassion’s 

dimensions of Identification (rho = 0.434; p = 0.016), Isolation (rho = 0.509; p = 0.004), and Mindfulness 

(rho = 0.362; p = 0.050). 

Linear regression analysis was performed using the stepwise method, with a significance level ≤ 

0.05, with the total FIQ - Fibromyalgia Impact Assessment as the dependent variable. Table 4 shows the 

analysis of the explanatory model. 

 

Table 4. Multiple Linear Regression of the dependent variable FIQ - Impact of Fibromyalgia 

Model 

Nonstandard coefficients 

Standardized 

coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 

statistics 

B Standard error Beta Tolerance VIF 

 (Constant) 16,605 14,837  1,119 0,273   

Troubleshooting 8,814 2,591 0,551 3,402 0,002 0,883 1,132 

In the analysis presented in Table 4, the relationship (signal and intensity) between the Fibromyalgia 

impact variable assessed by the FIQ (dependent, explained) was directly verified with the problem-solving 

variable, which is a dimension of the resilience variable. An indirect relationship between the impact of 

fibromyalgia and the Mindfulness dimension of the Self-Compassion variable was also identified. In this 

model, an R square (R2) of 0.376 was obtained. This coefficient of determination is a measure of the 

efficiency of the regression equation. It indicates that 37.6% of the variations in fibromyalgia impact can 

be explained by variations in resilience (problem-solving) and self-compassion (mindfulness). In this group, 

it is noticed that the decrease in the impact of fibromyalgia is associated with less use of the problem-

solving strategy and an increase in the Mindfulness strategy.  

 

4. Discussion 

Fibromyalgia affects mainly women, reaching a level of 75 to 95% compared to men5. It affects 

mostly women in the age group between 30 and 60 years and may also appear during childhood and 

adolescence1,2,3. In this study, it was possible to verify that the respondents' average age was in the age 
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group of 44 years old, varying between 27 to 57 years old. The participants' average diagnosis time was 6 

years, with 60% diagnosed more than 5 years, with a minimum period of 1 year and a maximum of 20 

years. Through this study, no difference was identified between resilience and self-compassion for the time 

of diagnosis. Another point considered in which it could give some alteration in resilience and self-

compassion would be the participants' academic formation. However, there was no significant difference 

between resilience and self-compassion for the study's time, even though the majority, around 40% with 

completed higher education. 

This study aimed to investigate the association between resilience and self-compassion in patients 

with Fibromyalgia. However, most participants, being 60%, had medium resilience, and the minority 

(13.3%) showed high resilience. It appears, then, that most fibromyalgia patients, seen by this study, do not 

show a high level of resilience, which is based on optimism, personal competence, self-discipline, 

autonomy, and problem-solving. It is observed that the study participants with Fibromyalgia have, in 

general, higher levels of problem-solving and lower levels of optimism regarding the components of 

resilience. Barbosa26 cites optimism as the ability to believe that situations will change and always remain 

positive and hopeful about the future, managing adversities that may arise. Thus, this study's participants 

have certain disbelief concerning the future and the possibilities to improve from the syndrome. On the 

other hand, they showed higher levels of troubleshooting together with self-efficacy, meaning the 

individual's belief in finding solutions to problems that may arise26. 

Comparing the means of the resilience classification, a significant difference was found in the 

variables of self-compassion and its dimensions of identification, isolation, mindfulness, self-kindness, and 

self-criticism. The highest results of self-compassion are found in high resilience. Therefore, it was found 

that Fibromyalgia patients have, in general, higher levels of mindfulness and lower levels of self-criticism 

concerning the components of self-compassion. For Neff27, mindfulness means keeping the conscience in 

balance, accepting one's painful feelings and thoughts, instead of identifying oneself with them. Although 

the components of self-compassion are conceptually and phenomenologically distinct, they are interactive 

and interdependent. Therefore, being self-compassionate implies the well-being of the self, changing 

warmly when necessary. Being self-compassionate presupposes wanting well-being for the self, 

encouraging the change in a warm way when necessary, and correcting painful and dysfunctional 

behaviors. 

The present study showed a moderate correlation between resilience and self-compassion. Also, the 

impact of fibromyalgia, there was a more significant relationship between resilience. A systematization of 

the characteristics that define resilience is given by the ease of adaptation of some aspects, such as 

identifying stressful situations, being realistic in assessing the capacity for self-action, and others before 

stressful factors. It is also recognized by the interpersonal skills and, in solving-problems efficiently, self-

esteem and self-control, which allows individuals to face new experiences with a sense of competence15,28. 

 

5. Conclusion 

It was observed that the study participants with Fibromyalgia have, in general, higher levels of problem-

solving and lower levels of optimism regarding the components of resilience. It may show that dealing with 
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the difficulties of the syndrome in everyday life makes them more resistant to dealing with problems and 

competent to solve them. However, from a general angle, because they have lived with pain and specific 

difficulties for so long, optimism may become low. 

Generally, higher levels of mindfulness and lower self-criticism levels were also identified 

concerning the components of self-compassion. It may mean that, over time, people with fibromyalgia start 

to value the here and now more, meaningful to mindfulness, that is, the present moment, than to think so 

much about tomorrow, because they do not know if they will be well or with ache. This study group showed 

that the decrease in the impact of fibromyalgia is associated with less use of the problem-solving strategy 

and an increase in the Mindfulness strategy, which was the most apparent component of self-compassion 

in the study, identifying in this research the low level of resilience of women with the syndrome. The study 

also showed correlations of resilience and self-compassion in patients with the syndrome, although 

sometimes low. 
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